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ABSTRACT 

Title: FORSAKEN BOND: OPERATIONAL ART AND THE MORAL ELEMENT OF 
WAR, 46 pages. 

Author: Major Brian R. Reinwald, USA 

Most important of the changes affecting today's Army, probably, is the manner in 
which the Army conceptualizes the performance of its primary missions—protecting and 
defending the Constitution and fighting the nation's wars. Current institutional changes 
and projected doctrinal evolution manifested within Joint and Army operational doctrine 
reflect an increased reliance upon automation and technology as the keys to wartime 
success and as panaceas to victory. Operational art, "reborn" in the Army since 1982, is 
one of the victims of this techno-dominant mindset. 

What many modern theorists and forward-thinking military writers either de- 
emphasize or neglect is that operational art is a human endeavor, assisted by man-made 
inventions but promulgated by uniquely human skill and effort. It also is the method by 
which the human participant grasps the phenomenon of armed conflict which defies 
stereotypes and definitive rules—the moral element of war, of which the human element is 
a major component. The real danger in neglecting this facet of war is that operations will 
become rigid, solutions to problems predictable and vulnerable, and the final results 
predetermined to failure. 

This paper establishes the linkage between operational art and the moral element of 
war through the definition of each, a description of their relationship to the environment of 
war, examples of their importance from recent military history, and a deduction of their 
future role based upon current and projected technological development, doctrine, and 
organization in the U. S. Army.  It discusses the origins and context of modern 
operational art in the U. S. Army, the components and theoretical constructs of the moral 
element of war and their relationship to war in general, the ramifications of technological 
advancements and the alleged, current Revolution in Military Affairs (RMA) on 
operational art, the enduring relationship between the moral element of war and 
operational art and their role and significance in current Army and Joint operations 
doctrine, and finally recommends an institutional course of action for the professional 
development and nurturing of operational art in commanders and staff officers. 



We have become an army of amateurs in one of the 
most critical military subjects."* 

' L. D. Holder, "A New Day for Operational Art," Army (March 1985), 24. 
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L INTRODUCTION 

»i "Originality, not conventionality, is one of the main pillars of generalship. 

The U. S. Army is irrevocably connected to the society from which it derives its 

authority and strength, and rightly so. As such, technological advancements, global power 

shifts, strategic necessities, and both political and public desires have historically affected 

the degree and amount of change in the Army. Though two-hundred plus years separates 

today's Army from its inaugural predecessor, it is essentially not different from its earliest 

manifestation in its relationship to external forces. The Army exists in a dynamic state 

which constantly adjusts to many influences and energies. 

Most important of the changes affecting today's Army, probably, is the manner in 

which the Army conceptualizes the performance of its primary missions—protecting and 

defending the Constitution and fighting the nation's wars.2 Current institutional changes 

manifested within Joint and Army doctrine reflect an increased reliance upon automation 

and technology as the keys to wartime success and as panaceas to victory. Operational 

art, "reborn" in the Army since 1982, is one of the victims of this techno-dominant 

mindset.3 

Although the concept of operational art is relatively new, its characteristics and 

substance have existed throughout history and have long been regarded as necessary to 

modern warfare in the accomplishment of a nation's objectives.4 To synthesize numerous 

interpretations and generalize its functions, operational art is defined as the moral and 

physical planning and employment of tactical military forces in combat through campaigns, 

major operations, and battles to accomplish certain theater-level (operational) objectives, 



the achievement of which enable fulfillment of strategic (theater or national) goals and a 

previously defined strategic end-state.5 The conceptualization of the process whereby this 

is done, the transmission of the concept and plan to executing units, and the supervision of 

operational execution all require unique cognitive and intuitive abilities in military 

professionals tasked to perform this feat. The moral element of war, ingrained in 

operational art's fibers, binds timeless reality to the human prosecution of armed conflict. 

This critical skill is called operational art because it is just that—art. It requires 

human creativity and innovation in the development of concrete ideas derived from the 

analysis and synthesis of dynamic, abstract problems of geography, sociology, 

mathematics, psychology, and most importantly chance. It requires detailed thought, 

reasoned deductions, and a rational weighing of ends, ways, means, and risk. It is a 

human endeavor, assisted by man-made inventions but promulgated by uniquely human 

skill and effort. It also is the method by which the human participant grasps the 

phenomenon of armed conflict which defies stereotypes and definitive rules-the moral 

element of war, of which the human element is a major component. 

The human element in warfare and operational art has always been dominant. As 

Henry Eccles observed in 1965, 

"The whole structure of military concepts and philosophy comes to a focus in the 
art of military decision. Military character and military leadership here meet then- 
greatest test. All the skills and techniques, all the weapons created by science and 
ingenuity are wasted if the decisions as to their employment are not wisely made."6 

Like chance and friction, the human element is a component of the moral element of war 

and is ubiquitous to warfare. Its importance is too often understated or ignored. 

"Nothing is more important to leaders than understanding the psychology of combat. ..," 



wrote Lieutenant General (Retired) L. D. Holder, "human strengths and weakness on both 

sides of a conflict determine the limits of the possible and the extent of success."7 

However, current and impending Joint and Army doctrine and published military 

dialogue gloss over the moral element and paint operational art as a skill that is mastered 

mainly through the application of universal principles.8 With technology's assistance, this 

viewpoint professes, operational art is practiced in accordance with certain rigid steps 

while using the obligatory doctrinal terms. By this reasoning, an officer following a 

manual's prescribed lists whether in peace, conflict, or war, and using tactical forces to 

achieve theater or national objectives, is a practitioner of the operational art. This 

commonly accepted view discounts the fact that a monkey blowing into a trumpet is not a 

musician, and that manning checkpoints or distributing food to hurricane victims is not 

war. This paper's premise is that the present institutional environment and most current 

and forthcoming doctrine disregard and dilute the enduring importance of—and 

relationship between—operational art and the moral element of war. 

The future does not bode well for operational art purists. The ultimate worst-case 

danger in this bastardization of operational art and neglect of its constant component, the 

moral element, is that its meaning and utility will be continually eroded until replaced by a 

non-thinking automation system. Disaster in combat will follow. More realistically, in the 

near-term senior leaders and high-level staff planners will be ignorant of the inseparable 

link between the moral element of war and the conduct of operations and discount the 

human skills required in true operational art. Our leaders and key planners will be expert 

technicians and not operational artists. Operations will become rigid, solutions to 

problems predictable and vulnerable, and the final result predetermined. 



The vital importance of a senior commander or staff officer's competence in 

operational art cannot be proven empirically. The same is true for the relationship 

between operational art and the moral element of war. However, this paper will establish 

the close linkage between operational art and the moral element of war through the 

definition of each, a description of their relationship to the environment of war, examples 

of their importance from recent military history, and a deduction of their future role based 

upon current and projected technological development, doctrine, and organization in the 

U. S. Army. 

Specifically, this paper will discuss the origins and context of modern operational 

art in the U. S. Army; the components and theoretical constructs of the moral element of 

war and their relationship to war in general; the ramifications of technological 

advancements and the alleged, current Revolution in Military Affairs (RMA) on 

operational art; the enduring relationship between the moral element of war and 

operational art and their role and significance in current Army and Joint operations 

doctrine; and the professional development and nurturing of operational art in 

commanders and staff officers. 

Operational art is a distinct human process, time-proven to be void of rigid pre- 

determinants and maxims, of which the moral element of war is an enduring component. 

Wise and efficient institutional change for the better is a good thing; neglect of our 

profession's core skill is folly and shameful.  It is both the Army and the individual 

officer's responsibility to ensure that full understanding of our profession's greatest 

challenge is maintained.   The first step toward meeting this demand is a functional 

understanding of the origins, characteristics, and complexities of operational art. 



n OPERATIONAL ART DYNAMICS 

"Real learning of the art will take place only through inch-wide, mile-deep study."9 

Entire published works struggle with defining operational art and delineating its 

origins. The truth in each of these quests probably lies within a median of possibilities 

over time and location, since the multitude of theories on operational art's characteristics 

and functions are as varied as the armies and leaders that they anoint with the honor of 

"discovery." Yet, the answers to modern questions concerning operational art remain 

contentious and unresolved. Is operational art truly an art, or is it a combination of art 

and science? Can automation perform some of the traditional operational art functions? 

Is operational art welded to the operational level of war? Is operational art exclusive to 

combat operations, or is it also used in planning and executing non-combat operations? It 

is indeed ironic that the activity which—it is generally agreed upon—enables a nation to 

achieve its strategic goals with military force is so universally unclear and disagreed upon 

in literature and doctrine. 

As with most aspects of warfare, neither the advanced study nor a basic 

comprehension of operational art can be undertaken without mentally incorporating all of 

the factors which influence its dynamics. Society, governments, armed forces, the human 

participant and war in its entirety all must be considered. Particularly in the modern era, 

the levels of war, the relationship of the armed forces to the state, the conduct of war, the 

enduring nature of war, and military theory all affect the arguments, discussion, and 

doctrine pertaining to operational art. 



This paper will not answer all of the questions listed above, but it will answer the 

most important question and apply it to today's Army and future combat operations— 

What is operational art?   This section defines operational art in the author's terms, 

discusses its predominant characteristics through an emphasis on classical and modern 

military theory and military history, and describes its current doctrinal context. 

OPERATIONAL ART DEFINED 

The term "operational art" begs definition from at least three perspectives. First, 

what is meant by "operational?" Secondly, what is "art?" And finally, what does the 

phrase mean when the two are combined? Dictionary definitions offer no definitive 

conclusions; rather, the answers to these questions He in the annals of military history, 

theory, and practice, upon which our doctrine is based. As one author astutely pointed 

out: "The operational level of war is not something that can be easily understood. It 

demands hard reflection and study. Warfare at the operational level... has characteristics 

of both art and science ... the art form is indefinite, inexact, and poses a greater need for 

creativity and continuing study."10 

The pursuit of definitive and comprehensive explanations for tactics and strategy is 

far beyond the scope of this paper.   However, a basic understanding of the two is 

necessary in order to understand the operational level of war, and thus operational art, 

because the three are inextricably linked. Without one, there would not be a functional 

necessity for the operational level. In describing operational art's relationship to strategy, 

one author wrote: 

"A strategic orientation must exist, however derivatively, if the operational 
commander is to understand what he is to achieve at his level before he formulates 



a concept of the campaign and applies his own resources. He will normally receive 
this orientation by looking for a military outcome at his operational echelon that 
fits the next higher commander's concept and the intent of the commander two 
echelons up. This approach to the strategic interface is the basis for defining the 
operational level of war, since without strategic guidance there would be no 
operational art."11 

The operational level of war cannot completely be viewed in isolation, nor can operational 

art be dissected without consideration of tactics and strategy. They are the common bond 

of operational art's functionality.12 

"Operational" refers to the operational level of war, one part of the modern 

triumvirate of war. The other two components of the triumvirate are the tactical level and 

the strategic level of war. At the low end of the spectrum, tactics and the tactical level 

involve the employment of small units, generally corps-sized and smaller, which fight 

actions and battles as part of a major operation or campaign. At the upper end, strategy is 

the overarching national vision and concept for the use of force to accomplish defined 

national objectives, as established by the National Command Authority (NCA).13 

Recently, strategy has become broader to encompass "theater strategy," in which a theater 

commander-in-chief (CINC) establishes theater-specific visions and concepts for the use 

offeree in consonance with the NCA strategy, in order to meet NCA-directed theater 

objectives. In general terms, the operational level of war is the connecting link between 

tactics and strategy. 

The operational level of war is the linkage (ways) between strategic goals (ends) 

and the military forces which accomplish them (means). In its pure form, it does not 

pertain to a specific echelon of command or a particular size of unit. It is in essence a 

level of "perspective," in which strategic goals are accomplished by a military force, 



regardless of its size.14 Conceivably then, a rifle platoon, an aviation brigade, a special 

forces group, or an armored division could be operational-level units, as long as they as a 

whole were being employed as a separate entity to accomplish a specific strategic 

objective. As stated in FM 100-7, "the intended purpose—not the level of command—is 

the primary determinant of whether a force functions at the operational level."15 A unit is 

functioning at the operational level of war, then, if it is being directly employed to 

accomplish strategic objectives. 

Operational art pertains to the activities undertaken to perform military action at 

the operational level of war. Art, in the realm of war, is the human activity affecting the 

employment of military force. According to one author, war itself is the "art of combining 

combat force, mobility, and human psychology to attain the ultimate objective at the least 

cost in life."    It is more than a battlefield commander giving orders, but is the entire 

process of thought, problem solving, conceptualization, and execution that occurs when 

faced with a requirement to employ military forces in war. It involves creativity, 

imagination, intuition, skill, analytical synthesis, and decisiveness. Most importantly, 

military art requires an understanding, even mastery, of the medium—war and nature— 

over which the artist must perform. The moral element of war, described later in this 

paper, is the canvas upon which the military artist must create masterpieces.17 

An artist is one who practices art. Or, as the Webster's Dictionary defines it, "one 

who professes and practices an art in which conception and execution are governed by 

imagination and taste."   In order to be a military artist, therefore, one must be 

imaginative, creative, and knowledgeable of the medium—war. 



Defined by FM 100-5, Operations, operational art is the "skillful employment of 

military forces to attain strategic and/or operational objectives in a theater of operations 

through the design, organization, integration, and conduct of theater strategies, 

campaigns, major operations, and battles."18 This definition is close to accurate, but 

disregards the importance of planning and the true medium of operational art—war and 

combat. It does not emphasize the individual human talent required to creatively grapple 

with all of war's complexities and uncertainties. As previously stated above, a working 

definition of operational art for this paper which most accurately describes its function is 

as follows: Operational art is the moral and physical planning and employment of 

tactical military forces in combat through campaigns, major operations, and battles to 

accomplish certain theater-level (operational) objectives, the achievement of which 

enable fulfillment of strategic (theater or national) goals and a previously defined 

strategic end-state. 

ORIGINS OF OPERATIONAL ART 

The various components and characteristics of what we now acknowledge to be 

operational art, and to some extent the operational level of war, have existed since the 

inception of modern warfare. However, most military theorists and historians establish the 

nineteenth century as the centerpiece of operational art's roots, either with the Napoleonic 

Wars, the American Civil War, or the campaigns of Prussian General Helmuth von Moltke 

(the elder). The renowned military theorists Carl von Clausewitz and Baron Henri Jomini, 

nurtured and seasoned to war during Napoleon Bonaparte's reign, established operational 



art's theoretical foundation in their writings following Napoleon's downfall, lending some 

credence to operational art's origins with the Napoleonic Wars.19 

There is no debate that Napoleon Bonaparte changed the face of Europe socially, 

economically, and militarily. Operational art, soon to be realized as one of modern 

warfare's most important components, likewise emerged in Europe in the early nineteenth 

century and indeed flourished under Napoleon's genius. This "birth" of operational art did 

not materialize immediately, but was the result of a combination of societal factors and the 

innate ability of Napoleon. 

According to one modern military theorist, operational art was manifested into 

warfare because of the linkage of three factors: technology, national interest, and debt.20 

In very general terms, it emerged because large armies with improved available 

technologies operating under more efficient organizations and tactics provided national 

and military leaders with better options for their employment. In late eighteenth century 

Europe, and France in particular, technology and national interest, combined with the 

nation-state's ability to pay for each and its willingness to finance present needs with 

future debt, melded together at a time when French society was revolutionary and ripe for 

change. The dynamics for a complete transformation were present, and only required a 

spark in order to blaze into uncharted fruition. 

Prior to Napoleon's era, armies were limited in the scope of their capabilities and 

operations. The conduct of campaigns was seasonal, dependent upon favorable weather, 

and based upon the ability of large bodies of men to sustain themselves. Supplies were 

limited—they had to be carried on horseback or with the individual soldier. The supply 

base of the host country determined the feasibility and duration of battle. The nations' 

10 



economies were largely localized and depended upon the common citizen's labor—that of 

the soldier—in order to reap the harvest. This limited the opportunities for waging war to 

the non-harvest periods of the year when the preponderance of manpower was available. 

Rich countries often fought their wars with "soldiers for hire," predominantly mercenaries 

who lived to fight and had allegiance only to the paymaster. In short, warfare was mainly 

of limited scope, of short duration, and fought with limited resources. All of this was to 

change in a substantial form after Napoleon came to power. 

Militarily, Napoleon viewed war on a large scale and utilized his armies as an 

extension of his governmental power. To him, foreign policy was within the realm of war 

and battles were the means whereby his goals could be achieved. With a definitive 

political objective in mind, he combined strong-arm diplomacy with a series of military 

actions in order to achieve his objectives. Soldiers were no longer a scarce resource. The 

mandatory conscription of the French Republic provided a seemingly limitless manpower 

pool while others maintained harvest stocks in the homeland. Foraging while campaigning 

became his modus operandi and enabled long-duration operations at great distances from 

the French frontier. His armies were reorganized to facilitate the handling of the large 

troop masses and rudimentary training improved their competencies. This enabled him to 

move, maneuver, and fight large bodies of men at different places and times but with 

complementary purposes of employment. 

Military action was well thought out and the maneuver of his armed forces were 

conceived in order to accomplish his national objectives through consecutive battles.21 

War was not the by-product of foreign policy and a derivative of national strategy—it was 

his foreign policy and drove the direction of his national strategy. Thus, Napoleon used 

11 



his armed forces to fight battles and campaigns which were precisely designed to achieve, 

incrementally or decisively, his strategic objectives. 

One campaign in particular preeminently highlights Napoleon's operational 

mastery and typifies his style of warfare. The 1805 Ulm campaign is probably the most 

widely known and most reflective example of his innate operational and strategic genius 

and bold methods of warfare. In On War, Clausewitz wrote that boldness is a "noble 

capacity to rise above the most menacing dangers."22 At thirty-six years old and as the 

newly self-coronated Emperor of France, Napoleon would aptly demonstrate this "noble 

capacity" and forever astound students of military history by his bold feats and operational 

brilliance in this campaign. 

Early in 1805, Napoleon's Grand Armee of 210,000 men was positioned along the 

English Channel coast while he pondered an invasion of Great Britain. Concurrently, the 

Allies of the Third Coalition (Great Britain, Russia, and Austria) planned an offensive to 

defeat him decisively and restore Europe to the territorial balance of 1789. To accomplish 

the Coalition's purpose, the Austrians sent 95,000 soldiers into Italy, 23,000 into the 

Tyrol, and 70,000 into Bavaria. The Russians deployed 95,000 men which followed the 

Austrian force into Bavaria. The Allies hoped to defeat Napoleon first in northern Italy 

(where they incorrectly believed his main effort would be), and then destroy him with the 

Allied forces moving from Bavaria towards Strasbourg. Napoleon's solution to this 

strategic threat was typical and indicative of his military boldness and mastery of 

operational art. He decided to seize the initiative and thus conceptualized a campaign in 

which he would strike first by defeating the Austrians in Bavaria along the Danube to 

separate them from the Russians, and then inflict a crushing blow on the Russians as they 

12 



advanced towards his army.s The campaigns' results, he believed, would cause the 

Coalition's collapse and increase his strength in central Europe. 

Napoleon took action immediately upon learning of the Coalition's plans. He first 

moved his Grand Armee to the Rhine River24, sent 50,000 men to Italy in a strategic fixing 

action to hold the Austrians in that theater, and positioned 30,000 men in northern France 

as a strategic reserve to guard against a possible British invasion. He issued final orders to 

his Army on August 26th and on September 24th it crossed the Rhine, moved east, and 

began the strategic envelopment that would seal the fate of the Coalition's war aims.25 

Napoleon sent one corps with part of a cavalry reserve (a total of 40,000 men) 

boldly into the Black Forest toward Freundstadt to deceive the Austrian commander 

General Mack (with Archduke Ferdinand) and draw his troops to the west. Using 

extremely effective cavalry screens and speed as security, he marched the remainder of the 

army east and north of the enemy at a lightning pace of 30 kilometers per day. On 

October 2nd Napoleon wheeled his massive army to the south and began crossing the 

Danube on the night of the 6th.26 Mack was now generally aware of the broad 

developments of Napoleon's strategic maneuver, but was incapable of acting. In one 

historian's words, "the rabbit remained hypnotized by the snake." 27 

By October 20th Napoleon's Grand Armee had completely enveloped the Austrian 

Army in Bavaria. His army had attrited the Austrian force by 20,000 men, cut off their 

retreat in all directions, and severed their lines of communication. The Russian army was 

still several days away to the east, and to assist the Austrians they would have had to fight 

through two French corps Napoleon dispatched to Munich to meet that contingency. 

Surrounded and thoroughly demoralized in Ulm, General Mack surrendered his 27,000 

13 



remaining men on October 21st. The remainder of the Austrians who were able to escape 

fled to the east.28 He completed the destruction of the Coalition in December at the battle 

of Austerlitz. 

In a letter to his wife Josephine on October 19th, Napoleon wrote "I have 

accomplished my object; I have destroyed the Austrian army by simple marching."29 

Napoleon's "simple marching," combined with his bold strategic planning and operational 

execution, completely demoralized his enemy by the time his Grand Armee reached the 

Danube.30 His campaign targeted the moral and physical attributes of his enemies which 

resulted in complementary, overwhelming results. Napoleon's boldness, strategic vision, 

and operational maneuver were the decisive factors in his victory, and the brilliant twenty- 

six day Ulm campaign clearly demonstrated many of operational art's components. 

Contrary opinions cite other military greats as originators of operational art. One 

intellectual body argues that Prussian General Helmuth von Moltke was the forefather of 

operational artists. "He understood that the strategy for gaining the political objective 

would be controlled by the king, but as Chief of the General Staff, Moltke could influence 

the operational objective," wrote one author. "Moreover," he continued: 

".. . by introducing the terms 'operational concept' and 'operational objective,' 
Moltke distinguished the actual conduct of the campaign from its purpose. In the 
planning and conduct of this campaign, he began to delineate the strategic and 
operational levels of war."31 

Moltke is also claimed to have been the first to formally recognize the operational level of 

war, through his concept of "operational direction." Assisted by improvements in 

telegraph technology, operational direction was a method of achieving strategic goals by 

14 



the destruction of the enemy army, carried out through the flexible employment of military 

forces in the field.32 

One prominent modern military theorist, Dr. James Schneider, cites General 

Ulysses S. Grant as the first to practice operational art. Schneider writes that: 

"The essence of operational art, distributed free maneuver, historically arose as a 
result of certain subsidiary characteristics that will also tend to dominate any future 
conduct of operations. The emergence of operational art necessarily followed from 
a changing relationship between the Army and the territory in which it operated."33 

He continued: "The occupation of the enemy's territory and the concomitant destruction 

of his army gave rise to the contingent characteristics of distributed free maneuver. We 

find these discriminators present for the first time in Ulysses S. Grant's campaign of 

1864."34 

The important point here is that operational art as a distinct component of warfare 

came to fruition in the nineteenth century. It arose out of necessity in order to manage the 

increasing complexity of modern war and to more efficiently achieve favorable outcomes 

in war through the linking of military actions to political objectives. From its inception, it 

recognized that war's moral and physical elements were fraternally bonded, and that 

combat operations must incorporate both in order to succeed. Nothing in today's world 

has changed this fact. 

In the United States, operational art and the operational level of war reached their 

zenith in the campaigns of Generals George S. Patton and Douglas MacArthur in World 

War II, and finally appeared to wither after MacArthur's amphibious landing at Inchon 

during the Korean War.35 One author blithely stated that "the operational performance of 

15 



American arms since MacArthur's brilliant stroke at Inchon has been, to put it mildly, less 

than impressive."36 

Although re-emerged in very basic terms in U. S. Army doctrine with the 1982 

version of FM 100-5, operational art was solidified in our doctrine in the 1986 version of 

FM 100-5. Today, it is less emphasized and more misunderstood than should be 

minimally acceptable. In fact, one of the principal authors of the 1982 and 1986 versions 

of FM 100-5 wrote that, "the adoption of operational art may be the most important 

change in Army doctrine since World War H." "Yet," he added, "the addition of the 

operational level of war as a separate field of military activity, has generated relatively 

little discussion although it certainly represents a distinct departure from the familiar."37 

Modern neglect of operational art and the study of the operational level of war is 

probably the result of the "revolution in military affairs" debate and the excitement over 

increasingly sophisticated and lethal technologies. Only one Army school, the School of 

Advanced Military Studies, purports to train and educate officers in the operational level, 

and its graduates subsequently are labeled as "jedi knights" or in even less flattering terms. 

What should be the norm has become the exception. What is apparent is that the most 

blatant omissions in today's understanding of operational art are the timeless lessons from 

military history and the neglect of operational art's integral component—the moral 

element of war. 

CURRENT DOCTRINAL CONTEXT 

The Army's premier operations manual states that doctrine is the "statement of 

how America's Army, as part of a joint team, intends to conduct war ... It is the 

16 



condensed expression of the Army's fundamental approach to fighting ... "38 As such, 

FM 100-5 correctly expresses that: 

"Never static, always dynamic, the Army's doctrine is firmly rooted in the realities 
of current capabilities. At the same time, it reaches out with a measure of 
confidence to the future. Doctrine captures the lessons of past wars, reflects the 
nature of war and conflict in its own time, and anticipates the intellectual and 
technological developments that will bring victory now and in the future."39 

This 1993 version of FM 100-5, Operations, soon to be replaced by a 1998 version now 

in final draft form, acceptably addresses most of operational art's important elements and 

characteristics. 

Discussions of the levels of war early in the manual and their relationship to 

national security policy and strategy clearly depict the role of the operational level of war 

to our wartime success. "Fundamental to the Army's doctrine is an appreciation of the 

levels of war. .. that define the entire range of military operations and the links between 

tactical actions and strategic objectives," it states.40   Strategy—the art and science of 

employing armed forces with the other instruments of national power to secure strategic 

goals, is realized through the operational level of war, in which joint and/or combined 

operational forces within a theater of operations perform subordinate campaigns and 

major operations in order to accomplish strategic objectives. Again, this doctrine stresses 

that the intended purpose of the force utilization, not force size or level of command, 

determines whether a unit is functioning at the operational level.41 

The current FM 100-5 also prominently discusses the role of operational art and 

reinforces its critical utility. As previously discussed, it defines operational art as "the 

skillful employment of military forces to attain strategic and/or operational objectives 

within a theater through the design, organization, integration, and conduct of theater 
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strategies, campaigns, major operations, and battles." It stresses that operational art 

translates strategy into operational design, and determines when, where, and for what 

purpose our forces will fight. Finally, our doctrine states that "operational art requires 

broad vision, the ability to anticipate, a careful understanding of the relationship of means 

to ends, and [an] understanding of the inherent risks that are under them."42 

To the detriment of total clarity the manual does not directly stress the close 

relationship between the moral element of war and operational art. It also boldly states 

that operational art pertains to both combat and non-combat operations (operations other 

than war), which is a deliberate extension of the truth to accommodate current mission 

realities. Although the planning and execution of "operations other than war," such as a 

hurricane relief operation, is no easy task, it can hardly be described as operational art. 

However, the current FM 100-5 deals with operational art more realistically than current 

joint doctrine and our own projected operations doctrine. 

Joint doctrine, specifically Joint Publication 3-0, generalizes the process of 

operational art, simplifies its mastery, and bastardizes theoretical concepts. Joint Pub 3-0 

states that operational art is "the use of military force to achieve strategic goals [italics 

mine]." It "is practiced not only by [Joint Force Commanders], but also by their senior 

staff officers and subordinate commanders." To summarize, Joint operational art focuses 

primarily on the synchronization of land, sea, and air forces, purportedly through the usage 

of certain key terms.43 

Although this manual is indeed merely a guide for joint commanders and then- 

staffs, it gives the strong impression that the operational level of war and operational art 

are easily understood subjects which can be learned and mastered as easily as tactical 
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subjects. This "checklist" approach, using current buzzwords such as "center of gravity," 

"decisive point," "synergy," and of course "leverage," dilutes the essence of operational 

art's core proficiencies—knowledge of war, history and their associated human 

applications. It also incorrectly applies theoretical concepts to explain fundamental 

operational tenets, adding further confusion and ambiguity to the efforts of military 

professionals. Joint doctrine is scientifically slanted, politically influenced, and out of 

necessity—generalized to the point of inadequacy. 

Directly in line with these critical observations is the final draft form of FM    100- 

5's updated version, due for release in 1998.   Although still not doctrine—yet—this 

version refers often to "The Art of Operations" (vice operational art), which it meekly 

describes as "the determined, innovative search for ways to dominate every aspect of a 

situation or adversary" (italics mine).44 It later states that operational art "helps 

commanders use resources efficiently and effectively to achieve strategic objectives 

through the design, organization, integration, and conduct of theater strategies, 

campaigns, major operations, and battles" (italics mine).45 It is heavy on lists, 

characteristics, functions, and patterns, but light on specificity in regard to operational art 

and its role in Army combat operations.   In view of "jointness," the "new world order," 

and technology, operational art's pendulum of institutional importance appears to be 

swinging the other way. 

The operational level of war and operational art are a part of Army doctrine. 

Doctrine ebbs and flows as history evolves, societies change, armies learn, and 

technologies are developed. Out of date concepts, invalid theories, ineffective policies, 

and misinterpreted events have no place in good doctrine and should rightly be discarded 
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and learned from. Likewise, valid principles—particularly the bedrock principles of a 

profession—require continual reemphasis and level prominence. As the next section 

describes, the conduct of war is fluid and subject to constant change and evolution. 

Certain elements within war do not change, however, and the moral element of war is 

foremost among these. Operational art, though becoming increasingly de-emphasized and 

undervalued in doctrine, is strongly rooted in the moral element of war and remains 

applicable and vital in modern combat operations. As one author accurately pointed out: 

"[operational art]... is the expertise required of a leader and his staff to fight 
successfully at the campaign level of war.. . . [it] involves the skillful translation of 
strategic goals into achievable military objectives and the subsequent planning, 
positioning, and maneuvering of forces to achieve those objectives. It is the 
bringing, normally, of field armies and larger forces to bear at the appropriate time 
and place on the battlefield to impose our will on the enemy .... [it] is the link 
between strategy and fighting battles. It is what gives substance to strategy and 
meaning to the loss of life and materiel inevitable on the battlefield.. . . [it] is what 
wins wars and is what the profession of arms is all about. It is an art the citizens of 
our country pay us, in the interest of national security, to apply with skill in 
wartime (italics mine)."46 
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HL THE MORAL ELEMENT OF WAR 

"In peace, the moral element seldom comes to be of value; in war it forms the 
precondition of every victory, the true value of a unit."47 

Much debate and philosophical discussion in American military and academic 

circles today focuses on whether or not we are entering into, in the midst of, or departing 

from, a "Revolution in Military Affairs" (RMA). This speculative fog masks an important 

component of future warfare48—the moral element of war. Regardless of the inherent 

arguments, changes, and any definition or innovations of the so-called RMA, the moral 

element of war will remain unchanged and a constant in warfare and the operational art for 

the foreseeable future. This integral component is often over-looked by forward-thinking 

optimists, force developers, doctrine writers, and technologists when they proselytize 

about the profound changes that the future holds for warfare. 

Although our Army as an institution is in the midst of the RMA debate and 

undoubted substantial change, the enduring relationship between the human participants 

and the conduct of war ensures that the moral element will remain one of war's dominant 

and constant elements. This realization is important to our Army's future because of our 

increasing tendency to rely too heavily on technology to accomplish our goals, while 

slighting the moral element's importance, particularly in its relationship to operational art. 

Technology alone can not win a war. Human interaction and imposition remain 

vital determinants to the efficient application ofthat technology. As we enthusiastically 

rush forward to the twenty-first century battlefield with a multitude of unanswered 

questions, we should look to the past to capture and benefit from truths that military 
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history offers. Indeed, history may not be able to prove much of anything. It does, 

however, demonstrate the relationship between human actors and circumstance, between 

cause and effect, and between dynamic change and its results. It provides the firm 

foundation for military theory and doctrine, without which they would become hollow 

ruminations.4   Reflected in history's annals are certain constants, of which life's 

uncertainty, warfare's confusion, and the human participant's nature and character are the 

most significant. 

The moral element of war, which consists of those dynamic forces encompassing 

human performance, emotion, motivation, group performance, leadership, and intangible 

natural forces during war,50 will remain a vital component of war and unchanged in the 

future for two essential reasons. First, the true nature of war—the essence of war itself, 

not the manner in which it is conducted—will not substantially change, and thus its 

components retain their validity. Secondly, human beings and human nature will not 

change. Future war will be conducted by people either controlling or benefiting from 

highly advanced, technological devices and weapon systems. This means that individual 

actions, human imperfections, performance thresholds, and varying personalities will still 

influence and determine a conflict's outcome. 

The moral element of war cannot be analyzed or discussed divorced from war as a 

whole. Moreover, the terms war, conduct of war, nature of war, moral element of war, 

and BMA, are characteristically abstract and host to numerous definitions which far exceed 

the scope of this paper. Nevertheless, a very basic working understanding of their 

meanings and relationships to one another is necessary in order to understand the part's 

(the moral element of war) relationship to the whole (war). 
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Prussian General Helmuth von Moltke, who today would probably be shunned by 

segments of the military community because he generally opposed the idea that systems 

could replace human talent, defined war as "the violent action of nations to attain or 

maintain purposes of state."51 This definition remains convincing, as do Carl von 

Clausewitz' trademark interpretations that "war is the continuation of policy by other 

means,"52 and "war is an act of force intended to compel our enemy to do our will."53 

Clausewitz also recognized that the art of war could not be exclusively considered a 

science, as it encompassed "living and moral forces."54 He recognized that human 

participation in war would forever make it an unpredictable, sometimes illogical, and 

imperfect endeavor. War, then, is aggression of physical and non-physical means between 

at least two parties to accomplish a political purpose when other recourses have failed. 

The conduct of war is a relatively simple concept to understand, and pertains to the 

manner in which a party carries out the physical and non-physical acts in war. In other 

words, it is war's means to accomplish the purpose. It encompasses the equipment, 

weapons, doctrine, and types of forces employed in war. Technology is a key part of the 

conduct of war, in that it serves as the basis from which the other components are most 

often derived and changed. 

The definition and common understanding of what is meant by the nature of war is 

more speculative and contested. However, for the purposes of this discussion, the nature 

of war is composed of warfare's enduring characteristics, of which the most prominent are 

the complicated interaction of political entities and goals, time, cultural factors, the 

participants' military skills and capabilities, and the various moral elements (human 

performance, emotion, motivation, group performance, leadership, and intangible natural 
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forces) which constantly interact across war's entire spectrum.55  Each of the elements 

affects the others and either directly or indirectly affects the conduct of war (see the 

appendix). 

The moral element is clearly a component of the overall nature of war. Military 

theorists and practitioners of the military art have long espoused the importance and 

relative permanence of the moral element of war. Clausewitz discussed the moral element 

by describing the nature of war as the realm of danger, physical exertion and suffering, 

uncertainty, and chance.56 He further asserted that moral elements "constitute the spirit 

that permeates war as a whole."57 Napoleon Bonaparte stated that "the moral is to the 

physical as three is to one," and strongly believed that moral force—not physical force— 

produced victory.58  And one of America's greatest combat leaders, General George S. 

Patton, Jr., said prior to World War I that: "Wars may be fought with weapons but they 

are won by men. It is the spirit of the men who follow and the man who leads that gains 

the victory."59 The 1993 version of FM 100-5 echoes this humanistic theme by stating 

that warfare is a "test of the soldier's will, courage, endurance, and skill."60 

The French soldier and theorist Ardant du Picq aptly described the true nature of 

war as a uniquely human endeavor. He believed that human performance and emotions, 

most importantly fear, dominated the conduct and end result of all engagements, battles 

and campaigns. He recognized the impact of technological advances on the conduct of 

war, but disregarded the effect of technology on the moral element. "The art of war is 

subjected to many modifications by industrial and scientific progress," he wrote, "but one 

thing does not change, the heart of man ... In all matters which pertain to an army, 

organization, discipline and tactics, the human heart in the supreme moment of battle is the 
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basic factor."61   In agreement with du Picq, one American military author wrote that "the 

nature of man will dominate the battlefield as long as conventional weapons prevail."62 

Thus, the moral element of war consists of those dynamic forces encompassing 

human performance, emotion, motivation, group performance, leadership, and intangible 

natural forces during war. Technological and intellectual change and their eventual 

battlefield application are merely means to an end. The moral element, specifically the 

human participant therein, transcends the entire spectrum of war and ultimately enables the 

means to achieve the end. Advancements are useless without skilled people who both 

understand the nature of war and are trained in the conduct of war. 

The meaning of a RMA is one of today's most hotly debated topics. One 

commonly accepted definition describes a RMA as "a major change in the nature of 

■warfare brought about by the innovative application of technologies, which combined with 

dramatic changes in military doctrine, and operational concepts, fundamentally alters the 

character and conduct of operations (italics mine)."63   Other definitions of a RMA include 

"... a true RMA involves the synergy among new technology, doctrinal adaptation, and 

organizational adaptation;"64 and one which states that an RMA occurs when "emerging 

technologies are applied to modern military systems, whose uses are optimized via 

custom-tailored operational concepts and force structures, resulting in vast increases in 

military effectiveness."65 

The fault with these and most other RMA definitions is their vain presupposition 

that technological advancement, application, and doctrinal change comprehensively 

transform the true nature of war. True, some elements of the nature of war may be 

affected (time and the participants' skills and capabilities, predominantly) and will cause 
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the conduct of war to change. But the nature of war—particularly its moral element— 

when viewed in the context of a constant component of war, remains mostly as it has 

existed for centuries. 

History demonstrates that even the most profound changes in technology, thought 

and doctrine do not change the true nature of war. Reasoned analysis reflects that the 

future will be no different in this regard.   In the most recent past, three military- 

technological innovations from the steam and industrial revolutions and the major 

doctrinal change of post-World War I armies support the supposition that the nature of 

war, and the ubiquity of the moral element, remain constant. The advent of the railroad, 

the machinegun, the tank, and mobile warfare doctrine all had substantial and long-lasting 

impacts on the conduct of war, but limited impact on changing the true nature of war. In 

each case, did the innovation or change greatly affect the true nature of war? Was the 

moral element of war rendered inconsequential in its interaction between the nature of war 

and the conduct of war? The answer to each of these questions is "no." 

Railroads and train transportation drastically changed the way that armies could 

mobilize, move, maneuver, and supply themselves. As first demonstrated in the American 

Civil War and in Europe in the 1860s/70s, the railroad enabled commanders to move and 

reposition forces relatively swiftly while simultaneously ensuring that supplies could move 

either with them or to them at the same rate. This substantially changed the manner in 

which campaigns and wars were fought. Strategy and the operational art were revitalized 

as military leaders had options available to them limited only by control systems, the 

number of engines and rail cars, and the miles of available track. In the conduct of war 
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capabilities increased, strategy became more flexible, and political decisions became 

increasingly complex. 

The moral element remained critical during this period.   Leaders had to plan and 

prepare to react to their enemy's use of the railroad, defend their own railroad lines and 

hard assets, and increase staff proficiency in order to maximize the railroad's capability. 

Operations were conceived and conducted which depended upon efficient use of the 

railroad, and thus were vulnerable to numerous unforeseen calamities—blown bridges, 

unserviceable track, broken engines, limited fuel, unsynchronized timelines, and 

competition for the use of finite resources. These and many more problems posed new 

challenges for military commanders and offset many of the railroad's advantages. The 

rewards were potentially greater, but the risks were multiplied as well. At the heart of the 

change was the moral element of war's continued importance. More friction and 

unplanned events were inevitable. Leaders had to be wiser, more prudent, and more 

flexible to succeed and maximize the capabilities of the new technology available to them. 

The machinegun's development and emergence in the mid-1800s remained 

inconsequential to warfare until most modern armies employed it in World War I. Once 

used on a large scale, it had devastating effects at the tactical and even operational level. 

It enabled ground forces to dominate the battlefield from a defensive posture and caused 

armies to develop means to counter its awesome capabilities against dismounted soldiers. 

The machinegun affected the conduct of war in four major ways: it increased tactical 

defensive capabilities; it gave birth to technological development to counter its effects; it 

caused the formation of new organizational structures; and it necessitated offensive and 

defensive doctrinal change at the tactical level of war. 
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The machinegun's impact on the conduct of war simultaneously increased the 

importance of the moral element of war. At the soldier and small-unit level, the 

machinegun became a weapon to be either feared or adored, depending on whether you 

were attacking one or using one in a defense. Its awesome firepower and horrific sounds 

penetrated to the deepest recesses of human emotion. A renewed type of fear, or courage, 

was again part of the nature of war. Capitalizing on this capability to demoralize and 

butcher dismounted soldiers required innovative tactical thinking and indiscriminate 

application. Likewise and more importantly, overcoming the fear and physical challenges 

that the machinegun posed to dismounted infantry required courage of the highest order, 

extraordinary tactical solutions, and resolute leadership. None of the moral elements of 

war were weakened or rendered obsolete. All of the components remained important and 

not only affected the machinegun's use, but also the conduct of the war. 

The tank was born of necessity (one of which was to counter the defensive 

superiority of the machine gun) during World War I and enabled soldiers to move 

tactically while protected by steel. It afforded commanders a strong, mobile, virtually all- 

terrain punch which could break through most static defenses.   The tank caused post-war 

theorists to revisit standing doctrine, and the result significantly changed the doctrine and 

conduct of war prior to and during World War II. Major equipment, organization, and 

weapons initiatives were the result of the tank's emergence on the battlefield. 

The tank's development and use did not decrease the importance of the moral 

element of war. Like the machinegun, the tank had a great impact on the human 

participant's emotions and motivation. It was feared because of its sheer size and 

appearance and gave confidence to the dismounted infantry who accompanied it into 
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battle. Its employment required a substantial increase in the human participant's 

proficiency. Even World War I tank warfare demanded more staff" coordination, greater 

synchronization of the combat arms during the battle, more efficient command and control 

means, a massive logistical effort, and determined, bold soldiers to lead the forces and 

operate the machines. 

Intangible natural forces also gained greater importance with the tank's 

employment. Severe wet weather, rough terrain, and mechanical malfunctions could 

instantly stop an attack's momentum. Limited visibility could help either the attacker or 

the defender, but nevertheless diminished the tank's actual effectiveness. Most 

importantly, the tank greater emphasis to be placed on the moral element of war because 

of its potential to strike at the most vulnerable part of an enemy's defense—the soldier's 

psyche. 

The mobile warfare doctrine which arose from World War Fs lessons learned and 

technology set the stage for the conduct of war in World War H This doctrine, which 

was essentially adopted in some form by all of the war's major powers, dictated that fast, 

strong, armored forces, supported by mobile artillery and attack aircraft, would penetrate 

enemy defenses and bypass strong points in order to wreak havoc deep in the rear of the 

defending force.   This doctrine not only impacted upon the way that armies fought the 

war, but also substantially affected the development and acquisition of new equipment to 

meet the doctrine's demands. 

The true aim of this mobile armored warfare was breaking the enemy's will to 

fight. The objective was to apply overwhelming force at the point of attack (usually at an 

enemy flank or least-protected position) with all available combat assets, followed by 
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rapid exploitation, in order to completely shock the enemy commander's equilibrium, 

mental state and reasoning ability.66 In essence, the doctrine sought to defeat the enemy 

not by destroying the majority of his weapon systems and soldiers, but by defeating his 

mind and causing culmination in his desire to further prosecute the war. The moral 

element of war not only became more important to the conduct of war, but actually 

became a focal point for tactical and operational actions. 

In the examples cited above, major changes in the conduct of war resulted from the 

application of new equipment, technology, or ideas. Other recent examples include the 

percussion cap, the telegraph, wireless communication, the bayonet, motor transport, the 

steam engine, rifled bores, and the breech-loading rifle. When these examples are 

dissected in the context of today's RMA definitions, they arguably can be considered to 

have been at least a minor part of a RMA.   Even when viewed in the enormity of their 

importance to warfare's development, however, none of them substantially changed the 

true nature of war. In each case, the nature of war's dynamic elements remained critical 

factors influencing the conduct of war.   The conduct of war changed, the overall nature 

of war did not. 

Most importantly, the moral element of war remained intact, while its relationship 

to battlefield success increased proportionally with technological advancement. The 

military technological advances showed that more lethal weapons, faster weapon 

platforms, increased strategic and operational options, and a fluid, fast-paced battlefield all 

required intensive human decision-making, influence, analysis, and leadership in order to 

reap their potential benefits. Concurrently, the possibility that human error and the moral 

element could have a detrimental impact on operations also increased. As du Picq wrote 
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after experiencing first-hand the impact and effects of the railroad and weapons 

improvements in 1860s Europe: 

"Battles, now more than ever, are battles of men, of captains. They always have 
been in fact, since in the last analysis the execution belongs to the man in ranks. 
But the influence of the latter on the final result is greater than formerly. From 
that comes the maxim of today: The battles of men."67 

The second major reason the moral element of war will be unchanged by a RMA 

and continue to be one of warfare's dominant and unchanging forces is that the conduct of 

future war is dependent upon the interaction between the human participant and the highly 

advanced, technological devices and weapon systems of the future battlefield. The human 

participant here is the critical part. We cannot use technologies effectively that are 

individually or collectively beyond human capability. Regardless of technology's 

advancement rate, humans will continue to evolve at nature's rate. This means that in our 

lifetime, the physical and mental capabilities of soldiers and leaders will remain 

substantially and relatively unchanged.   Also important and often overlooked is the fact 

that war at each level still must be conceptualized, planned, coordinated, and then 

executed with precision—all distinctly human activities with their accompanying 

possibilities for greatness or disaster. As one author wrote, "no technology can make up 

for basic errors in making or implementing strategy."68 The same holds true for 

operational art. 

Advanced technology does not diminish the importance of humans in the conduct 

of war. Rather, it makes them more important since the military force's success is more 

dependent upon the correct, timely, and precise application of advanced equipment or 

technology by the human participants. The Army's emerging doctrine for employing our 
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advanced technology stresses precision strikes, decisive maneuver, and information 

dominance. The enabler for these doctrinal initiatives is the maneuver commander at all 

levels. The commander must be able to look at a "common relevant picture" of combat 

assets in a given sector or zone, gain accurate situational awareness of his forces and the 

enemy, account for uncertainty and incidental probabilities, evaluate multiple possible 

courses of action, make a decision, and then act. This is no easy task, even with the high 

technology available to him. 

General William Hartzog, Commanding General of the U. S. Army Training and 

Doctrine Command (TRADOC), recently wrote that "if technology is to be truly useful it 

must enable, not encumber, our people."69 Again, technology is merely a means to an end. 

The enabler of those means is the person at the controls, in addition to the numerous other 

humans interacting across the spectrum of war. The TRADOC pamphlet entitled "Land 

Combat in the 21st Century" repeats this theme and emphasizes the vital importance of the 

soldier, commander, and leader to mission success on the future battlefield.70 

Furthermore, technology can neither completely organize the disorder of the future 

battlefield nor clarify all of the inevitable uncertainty.   These are tasks for thinking military 

professionals, trained to act and react with strong will and sound judgment. Competent 

combat leaders and intelligent soldiers on the ground will continue to be essential for 

managing the inevitable chaos. "War is a continuous interaction of opposing forces," 

wrote one author-team, 

"which includes a thinking foe capable of considering many options, unpredictable 
behavior and deception. The entire nature of war is uncertainty; it abides no 
specific norms, evades precision and ebbs and flows in time and space according to 
many variables ... in such an atmosphere, spirit, change, nature and sheer will 
power often prevail.. ."71 
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Properly trained, intelligent, and capable soldiers using available advanced technology are 

indispensable in alleviating the negative aspects—and capitalizing on the positive 

aspects—of the moral element of war. 

Finally, the moral element of war encompasses the skill, character, intuition, and 

leadership abilities of commanders and leaders. Any RMA cannot, no matter how vast or 

dynamic it may be, change the great influence that the commander exerts on the 

battlefield. New concepts such as "information dominance," "situational awareness," and 

"expanded battle space" may be important factors in future wars, and our current 

emphasis on training the techniques and art of "battle command" addresses these critical 

skills. However, similar emphasis on training and emphasis in the operational art is 

overlooked. 

Retired U. S. Army General Frederick Franks was correct when he wrote that 

"battle command demands more art than precise science."72 This will prove especially 

relevant in the future, as the commander will have access to massive amounts of near real- 

time information, can move and maneuver faster than before, and is faced with a fluid and 

ever-changing battlefield environment. J.F.C. Fuller's thoughts after World War I seem 

particularly applicable today, when he wrote that: 

"Neither a nation nor an army is a mechanical contrivance, but a living thing, built 
of flesh and blood and not of iron and steel... The more mechanical become the 
weapons with which we fight, the less mechanical must be the spirit which controls 
them."73 

Given the importance of the moral element of war to the true nature of war, our 

Army should strive to ensure that operational-level leaders and their staffs understand its 

impact on modern multi-dimensional operations. Its presence in all that war entails and its 
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potential inhibitors and advantages, should be reflected in our training, doctrine, and 

educational systems. The moral element of war is a critical component of any problem 

with which an operational artist must grapple and overcome. Unfortunately, the moral 

element has become the critical forgotten element, and our future combat successes are 

now predicated on an institutional re-emphasis of its place and prominence in war and 

operational art. 
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IV. FUTURE OPERATIONS—OPERATIONAL ART AND THE MORAL 
ELEMENT OF WAR 

'Developing effective specialists in operational art is the work of a lifetime "74 

Future war will surely remain a violent clash of wills, full of ambiguity and 

uncertainty, and fought directly or indirectly by imperfect men.75 It will be more complex, 

more confusing, more fluid, and more lethal. As one author boldly suggests, the improved 

technologies of the future battlefield may even "merge the three levels of war into a single 

new structure for the integration of complex air-land-sea combat operations." There will 

be the capability, he continues, to "immediately convert tactical success on the battlefield 

into decisive strategic results."76 

Change is inevitable in the conduct of war, however, as technological advances 

transform in some manner the way in which wars are fought. "Weapons technology is only 

the hardware of warfare," wrote one author, "of equal importance is the software which 

governs its use and which takes many forms."77 In modern history and in future war, the 

human soldier, the moral element of war, and the practice of operational art are the 

principal components of this "software." 

Future conflict's scope and magnitude are unknown. Rational predictions and 

logical pattern analysis offer the only clues to its probable design. On the more radical 

predictive end, some maintain that future war will be largely urban and characterized by 

unorganized bands of quasi-professional soldiers and thugs.78 Less radical views merely 

foresee future conflict involving adversaries fighting more stereotypical, technologically- 

based battles of great destruction, confusion, and fear.79 
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Probable technological developments, however, reflect that the conduct of future 

war will be influenced mostly through five trends that will directly affect land combat: the 

increased lethality and dispersion of weapon systems; increased volume and precision of 

fires; the integration of advanced technologies; increased mass and effects of munitions; 

and the improved invisibility and detectability of the belligerents.80 Again, the great 

constants in the midst of these changes are the nature of war and man's role. As one 

author team wrote concerning future conflict: "The artistic side of war will remain: 

creativity, intuition, leadership, motivation and decision-making under conditions of 

limited information. These will never lose their importance, for they describe war's 

essence. 

According to emerging doctrine, the Army will meet strategic requirements 

through the conduct of six "patterns of operations:" force projection, force protection, 

information dominance, shaping battlespace, decisive operations, and sustainment.82 

Operationally, the Army will deploy rapidly with robust sustainability and decisive military 

power.   Tactically, combat forces will dominate battlespace through total control of the 

operation's nature, and tempo, utilizing initiative and relentless momentum to ensure 

success in these predominantly offensive operations. The operational and tactical goal is 

destroying the enemy's battlefield coherence through an asymmetric advantage in order to 

achieve his physical or moral destruction. Of course, success is exploited to complete the 

victory.83 

This future-war blueprint exists in war's predictably unforgiving environment. As 

with every past armed conflict, possible problems can and will occur at the most 

inopportune times. Time will forever be uncooperative in contrast to our necessities, units 
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will become disoriented, leaders will be confused and killed, weather will foil our plans at 

key decision points, equipment will malfunction, and the largest certainty of them all—a 

determined, hostile enemy—will attempt to thwart any advantage we gain and 

simultaneously impose their will upon our force. Revolutionary changes in technology, 

doctrine, and organization cannot erase these facets of war as constant sources of friction. 

Operational art's future role and functionality is more clear, although still 

professionally and intellectually contested.   One theorist recommends that operational 

art's future understanding is predicated on a practical analysis free from "classical military 

strategy."84 He views the future operational level of war as being one of distributed free 

maneuver, in which operations are dependent upon the interaction of numerous factors 

and circumstances. Joint headquarters, logistical depth, a clearly defined war plan with 

definable strategic aims, a campaign plan which is executed in series of simultaneous and 

sequential distributed operations, and decentralized command and control are some of the 

circumstances he cites as notably prominent.85 Interestingly, this same author comments 

that national financing—money, will determine the extent that technology will play in 

serving the operational needs of national security.86 

Technology is also not the enemy of operational purists or those who espouse a 

traditional, historic prediction of future war. In fact, there are almost no limits to the 

improvements that will assist operational commanders and staffs with the proliferation of 

available technologies in both weapons and command and control systems.   The 

arguments are never against technology, per se, but in the institutional emphasis placed on 

them over human ability. As the esteemed historian Michael Howard wrote in 1979,: 
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"The belief that technology has somehow eliminated the need for operational 
effectiveness is, in short, no more likely to be valid in the nuclear age than it was in 
the Second World War. Rather, as in that war, technology is likely to make its 
greatest contribution to strategy by improving operational weapons systems and 
the logistical framework that makes their deployment possible. The transformation 
in weapons technology which is occurring under our eyes with the development of 
precision-guided munitions suggests that this is exactly what is now happening. 
The new weapons systems hold out the possibility that operational skills will once 
more be enabled, as they were in 1940-41, to achieve decisive results, either 
positive in the attack or negative in the defense."87 

This much is certain. Our nation's strategic objectives will be achieved through 

elements of national power. The military, and the Army particularly, will continue to be a 

vital determinant of rapid and decisive national success and will, more often than not, be 

called upon when other options have either failed or are simply infeasible. War, or armed 

conflict, in some form is inevitable. Tactical forces are the means available to fight wars. 

Thus, Army commanders will use some method of determining and prosecuting courses of 

action to meet national objectives with the means—tactical forces—available. Operational 

art, quite simply, is the process whereby this will be done. 

The complexity and lethality of future conflict is also certain. Competent leaders 

in both command and staff positions, trained and educated to understand war and the 

operational art, are the sole means of triumphing over adversity in this type of 

environment. "We must realize that without an underlying operational logic," wrote L. D. 

Holder, "even an unbroken string of tactical victories leads nowhere."88 True, the physical 

sciences and physics of war still retain their importance and cannot be neglected. But total 

battlefield dominance at the operational level requires leaders, and units—the institution as 

a whole—to understand and master operational art. Only through this medium can war's 
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friction and uncertainties be faced with at least some chance of positive outcome for our 

forces. 

Operational art is not a "tool," it is not confined by checklists, nor is it something 

that "helps" commanders accomplish something. It is a process, a complex activity, 

mostly involving human understanding of war's constants—the components of the moral 

element.   Assisted by technology and knowledge of technical systems, only professionally 

trained officers, grounded in the moral element of war, can practice true operational art. 

"Operational art comprehends battle without being concerned with its actual conduct," 

wrote Dr. Richard Swain. "Operational art involves the creative use of battle, the threat 

of battle or the denial of battle to accomplish a particular strategic purpose within a 

specific context, the most significant part of which is most often the opposing actions of a 

foe."89 This is uniquely human, and dependent upon an expertise in war, a knowledge of 

man, and an understanding ofthat which does not change. 
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V. CONCLUSION 

"What could be more beneficial to the soldier than that the atmosphere he breathes 
from the first hour he determines on the profession of arms should be purely 
military; that the traditions of the army should be constantly before him, the 

campaigns of great generals the groundwork of his daily study, and famous marches 
or manouevers the commonplaces of his ordinary knowledge?"90 

Our Army is evolving into a smaller, but more lethal, power-projection digitized 

force which maximizes our nation's technological superiority. The Army's recent 

institutional emphasis weighs heavily on technological advancement and its potential for 

decisive and far-reaching effects. To preclude potential battlefield disasters, we must 

avoid wearing institutional-blinders that shield us from the true nature of war and lull us 

into a false sense of security. What has provided us the winning edge throughout our 

Army's history has been a superiority in the human product and the "soft skill" functions 

that maximize our technology and positively affect operations within the moral element of 

war. Doctrine, military education, proficiency in the operational art, leader development, 

recruitment of quality soldiers, and a genuine combat-focus are the "soft skill" functions 

which we must concurrently evolve with technology in order to sustain our overall 

supremacy among the world's armies. 

Operational art—the moral and physical planning and employment of tactical 

military forces in combat through campaigns, major operations, and battles to accomplish 

certain theater-level objectives, the achievement of which enable fulfillment of strategic 

goals and a previously defined strategic end-state—is irrevocably linked to the moral 

element of war. Human performance and capabilities, emotion, motivation, group 
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performance, leadership, and intangible natural forces all combine dynamically to affect 

combat operations. They cannot be divorced from operational art. 

This critical skill is called operational art because it is just that—art. There is no 

prescribed formula by which it is exercised, and no checklist can summarize its functions. 

During the conduct of a campaign, operational art is, rather, "a matter of approximation 

and constant adjustment."91 It requires human creativity and innovation in the 

development of concrete ideas derived from the analysis and synthesis of dynamic, abstract 

problems of geography, sociology, mathematics, psychology, and most importantly 

chance. It requires detailed thought, reasoned deductions, and a lucid vision for success 

emanating from a rational weighing of ends, ways, means, and risk. It must be 

promulgated by tactical experts, men seasoned with experiences of modem combat 

operations and in tactical units, who understand resource application and expenditures and 

their effects on operations.   It is a human endeavor, assisted by man-made inventions but 

promulgated by uniquely human skill and effort. It also is the method by which the human 

participant grasps the phenomenon of armed conflict which defies stereotypes and 

definitive rules—the moral element of war, of which the human element is a major 

component. 

Education and training are essential to promulgating operational art proficiency in 

the Army.   Our current status in this area is improving, but still somewhat weak. "In view 

of 40 years of neglect," wrote L. D. Holder,: 

"it is not surprising that the body of knowledge that constitutes operational studies 
is ill-defined and unorganized in the military schools .... theater operations fall 
more clearly into the domain of art than that of science ... the teaching of 
operational art will resemble political science more than small-unit tactics. While 
that kind of approach is common in civilian schools, any such teaching will have to 
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overcome the U. S. military's strong predilection for the scientific, concrete and 
demonstrable. The impossibility of developing an operational checklist alienates 
many officers new to the subject."92 

The primary responsibility lies with the individual and the individual's motivation 

to master his profession. Individual officer education and self-improvement have long 

been mainstays of our profession, and most of the Army's established heroic icons 

practiced self-education as a matter of course.   Social, political, and military history 

should be the foundations of self-education, but geography, science, and psychology are 

also important. Reading and shared professional discussion should again become 

ingrained into the professional officer culture. 

Extensive study and preparation over years of effort are the only way that 

operational proficiency can flourish. Operational art cannot be learned, much less 

mastered, in a "crash course." One optimistic officer, albeit naive, professed that, "a 

framework for understanding [operational art] will enable the beginner to economize on 

time and effort. After all, most professional officers are not historians."93  His approach 

to developing "instant operational artists" hoped to answer the question: "How does one 

become a practicing operational artist quickly?"94 The obvious answer is that one does 

not become an operational artist quickly. 

The institution must also shoulder some of the weight for developing operational 

artists. Granted, there is no substitute for combat experience as an educator, but the 

instances of combat are the exceptions in each officer's career and the spaces must be 

filled with a logical, sequential progression.   Both education and training are necessary. 

Education, the acquisition of knowledge through study, provides basic concepts of 

operational art and war. Training, "the practice of the central activities and the conduct of 
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exercises designed to improve performance of recognized tasks," improves the knowledge 

learned through education and refines the skills necessary pertaining to operational art. 

Together they build the "vicarious experience" that future leaders will need on the first day 

of the next war.95 

First, the training of operational artists must be broad in scope and discriminating 

in selection. Not every Army officer has the ability to plan for or lead large tactical-level 

unit operation or to command a theater campaign. The identification of those that do have 

the ability should be made early in an officer's career—the first ten to fifteen years. 

Demonstrated outstanding performance in key troop assignments as a company grade 

officer and junior field grade officer normally indicates potential for increased 

responsibilities and command. These officers should also be creative, innovative, bold, 

exhibit routine initiative, and perform admirably and rationally under pressure.96   Once 

identified, these officers should be centrally managed and attend a resident command and 

staff college. Without restructuring of the current staff college courses97, the selected 

officers would then attend a year-long extensive and intense course of study which 

concentrates on military history, theory, campaign planning, and leadership, much like the 

current School of Advanced Military Studies Program at Fort Leavenworth. 

Unique from our present system, however, these officers would then serve 

consecutive tours of duty in divisions, initially, and then corps and field armies (unified 

commands) to ingrain operational principles and refine their proficiency in operational art. 

One key objective in these assignments is further exposure to the moral element of war, 

embodied in the training and experiences of tactical units. Granted, during peacetime 

these assignments cannot totally replicate war. They can, though, provide the operational 
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apprentices with proper mentorship, exposure to stressful planning and deployment 

exercises, and the rigors of tactical operations.   Battalion and brigade command and staff 

and division and higher staff positions would equally diversify their training. The cyclical 

field training, deployments, and some theater-specific simulations all should be used as 

vehicles for complementing their development as operational artists. Logisticians, signal 

officers, and limited specialty officers would all be utilized—not just combat arms officers. 

Identified by the Army as having special talent, they would be treated as such.   Obviously, 

this is not merely an education problem with which the Army must face, but an 

institutional metamorphoses that demands integration of the Army's personnel, training, 

and management functions and policy. 

The excitement in our Army over the new technology, tactics, and organizations 

that are being developed for the twenty-first century is more than justified.   However, 

historical lessons and precedents are too often painfully overlooked during periods of 

great change. Any RMA that we may be in the midst of will not change the critical 

importance of operational art and the moral element of war to the achievement of our 

wartime objectives. Unfortunately, over-zealous military theorists and some senior 

military leaders today are quick to draw inflated conclusions about the profound changes 

in the nature of war that they believe will inevitably result from technological, 

organizational, and doctrinal advances.98 

The multitude of questions which arise from the RMA debate and their associated 

arguments should not detract military professionals from remembering and acknowledging 

the true nature of war.   Operational art's decisive impact in war and its bond with the 

moral element of war will remain unchanged as we enter the twenty-first century.   The 
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dividend paid with an institutional investment in the training and education of true 

operational artists for the twenty-first century warrants the short term hardships that may 

be faced in institutional restructuring. Fear of elitism be damned. 

The past is a proven starting point from where we can acquire some semblance of 

truth. The solution to problems, wrote du Picq, "lies in the study of what took place 

yesterday, from which, alone, it is possible to deduce what will happen tomorrow."99 
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